LVS Small Plastic Parts

Specialists in providing
complex plastic injection moulded
parts and thermoplastic moulding solutions

About LVS
Since 1975, LVS Small Plastic Parts has become a leader in
plastic injection moulding, and the contract manufacturing
partner to some of the leading companies in the UK.
Specialising in providing complex plastic injection moulded
thermoplastic solutions, the company’s commitment to quality,
innovation, and speed-to-market is why market leaders across
the U.K. and Europe trust LVS to deliver their most challenging
new products.

LVS Small Plastic Parts
are leading specialists in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LVS Accreditation

Product design and tool manufacture.
Bespoke manufacture.
Small and large production runs.
Flexible production using 35 moulding machines.
Shot weight from 0.1 grams to over 4.0kgs.
Assembly and packaging of finished goods.
Printing, plating and welding.
JIT, Kanban and consignment stock supplies.

LVS Small Plastic Parts
are leading specialists in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Automotive
Electrical
Electronic
Hydraulic
Information technology

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leisure
Mechanical
Pnuematic
Retail
Telecommunications
White goods
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Design & Tooling
Design
With a wealth of engineering
knowledge, LVS Small Plastic Parts is
highly experienced to offer component
design advice. We welcome early
involvement in a project, to take your
idea from concept through to a costeffective solution.
Our CAD design facilities include
SolidWorks, AutoCad, and AutoSketch,
and LVS welcomes drawings in dxf,
dwg, iges, sldprt, etc.
To compliment the design assistance
we have three tooling options. We build
tools to the correct quality to meet the
life expectancy of your product.

Tooling Set Up

Materials
LVS Small Plastic Parts Ltd is
experienced in the selection of
plastic material for any application,
and regularly advises customers
concerning the most suitable
material for any given application.
With more than 35 years of plastic
moulding experience, the company
has processed most materials
currently available on the market
today.
LVS can help you decide on the best
materials for the job to ensure that you
manufacture products to the highest
standards. With the experience the
members of the LVS team bring to
your projects, you can be sure of a
boost in the quality of your production
The following list shows which materials
have been used the most in the
projects that LVS has been involved
with over last five years.

The fitting of tools to LVS’s machines,
providing samples and upon request,
an Initial Sample Inspection Report
(ISIR) — can be supplied to the
customer.

• Acetal
Homopolymer and Copolymer.

Transfer Tooling

• Polyolefins
Low density, High density,
Polypropylenes.

When businesses are looking to transfer
tooling, either locally or from low-cost
countries, LVS Small Plastic Parts can
arrange transfer of customer’s tools
to its factory. The company’s tool
room will examine these tools and
make recommendations for repairs
or modification, if required, prior to
commencement of production.
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• Nylons
Many grades of glass filled and
unfilled.

• Polystyrenes
Including ABS.
• Polycarbonate
Including alloys.
• Thermoplastic Elastomers
TPEs, TPUs (Hytrel, Polyurethane).
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Production
Production Facilities
LVS’s main production area is equipped
with more than 35 moulding machines
of various sizes, ranging from 15 tonne
to 800 tonnes clamping pressures.
These machines are predominantly
manufactured by Boy, with the recent
additions from Negri Bossi. This provides LVS
with the capability to mould shot weights
from 0.1 gram to over 4kg’s with flexible
production.
To ensure competiveness in the year
2000, the company introduced lean
manufacturing techniques that included
the procurement of robotic machines

Production Capabilities
to reduce labour levels. With a highly
flexible range of machines, LVS are often
tasked with a low production run of a few
hundred to millions per annum of particular
components.
Today, LVS Small Plastic Parts can
manufacture around the clock using highly
skilled and experienced technicians. The
company uses a variety of shift patterns
to ensure the flexibility to turn round fast
track orders and allow a large output of
components. Plastic injection mouldings
frequently need machining or assembly
with other components.

At LVS Small Plastic Parts we can produce
any plastic injection moulded part from
miniature mouldings to large scale mouldings
and have the flexibility to allow for short
run production to high volume production

Machine Size T

requirements. Our continued investment
programme into the latest available
technology means that we are able to
control costs but allow for LVS to constantly
improve in tighter control over quality.

Min/Max Mould
Height/mm

Max Shot
Weight/g

22T-50T

200/400
250/600

22g
66g

55T-120T

250/650
250/725

62g
210g

180T-380T

170/550
300/750

455g
1080g

650T-800T

400/1100
250/1100

2365g
4000g

Production Line
LVS Small Plastic
Parts has the
expertise, flexibility,
and facilities to add
the finishing touches
to your product,
including trimming,

ultrasonic welding, testing, machining,
multi-component assembly, and
packaging ready for point-of-sale. These
additional services are complimented by
the use of printing and chrome-plating
plastic components by local business
partners.
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Management Systems
Since the late 1970s, LVS Small Plastic Parts
has used computers operating the leading
manufacturing software packages.

Some of our Customers
Working very closely with our customers,
LVS Small Plastic Parts moulding and
service departments are second to none.
Understanding our customers’ needs for
quality and quick reliable lead times, we
have adapted perfectly to the rapidly
changing & challenging situations this

The company currently uses the MRP
system — SYSPRO — the choice of many
manufacturing companies, for all of its
manufacturing administration. It provides
total lot traceability for all the products
LVS manufactures, and the company can
easily supply a “Certificate of Conformity”
for all its production processes.

industry demands. We have invested heavily
in the expertise and machinery to ensure
we are the forefront of this sector. To be a
part of the growing number of companies
benefiting from our quick lead times &
excellent service contact us at:
sales@small-plastic-parts.co.uk

Where contracts include the manufacture
of tooling, tool-timing plans are a
pre-requisite.

Distribution & Logistics
LVS’s finished products are delivered on time to
one or more nominated locations, and can also
be delivered directly into a customer’s production
area on a Just-in-Time or Kanban basis.
The vast majority of the company’s deliveries are
handled by LVS Small Plastic Parts own transport,
which ensures customers receive their injection
moulded parts on time, and more importantly
ensures parts are not damaged in transit.
LVS’s distribution warehouse is based in Telford, and
the company can ship to anywhere in Europe, as
well as other regions across the world. If you are
concerned that LVS will not be able to deliver to
you, fill out the form on the right hand side and we
will contact you to let you know whether or not we
can deliver.
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Indepth Knowledge

Moulding Excellence

High-end speaker
bezels for UK-based
automotive
manufacturer.

High-end pressure
tested shut-off valve.

Front door card for the new Range Rover showing
a number of our parts on the customer face.

Expansion tank for
a large automotive
supplier.

An assembly for washroom applications.

Technical moulding for
a UK-based
automotive supplier.

Crop sprayer part for a
premium supplier in the
agricultural sector.

High-end moulding for
catering equipment.

Air vent grills for a
large automotive
supplier.
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Chrome plated parts
for washroom applications for a leading
bathroom manufcturer.

An inserted handle for
a leading manufacturer in the catering
industry.

A washroom bag dispenser with different finishes
for a leading workplace services provider.
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LVS Small Plastic Parts
T: 01952 290 666 | F: 01952 292 809
E: sales@small-plastic-parts.co.uk
W: www.small-plastic-parts.co.uk
LVS Small Plastic Parts: Stafford Park
15, Telford, Shropshire. TF3 3BB.

